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Decern 
It costs a lot, but Camel must have the best 
It is true that Camel is the quality ciga¬ 
rette, but it costs to make it so. To make 
Camel the favorite that it is costs the 
choicest crops of Turkish and Domestic 
tobaccos grown. It requires the expense of 
a blending that leaves nothing undone in the 
liberation of tobacco taste and fragrance. 
But the fame that Camel has won is 
worth all the trouble. It has brought 
modern smokers a new realization of ex¬ 
cellence. They are particular and fastidious 
and they place Camel first. 
Your taste will delight itself in these 
choice tobaccos. Camels get better the more 
of them you smoke. Their subtle tastes are 
unfolded by experience. They are always 
delightfully smooth. 
“Have a Camel!” 
R. J. REYNOLDS TORACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. 
© 1927 \ 
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the men and women who every 
day throughout the year earn¬ 
estly try to give you the best 
possible telephone service. 
Southwestern Bell 
Telephone Company 
Vol. IX, No. 3 DEC., 1927. 
Published eight times during the college year 
by The DIRGE, St. Louis, Mo. 
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Price $1.75 a year: 25 cents a copy. 
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By special arrangement with the Coronado 
Hotel, the newly organized Hilltopper Club, 
composed exclusively of Washington Uni¬ 
versity students, will gather every Wednes¬ 
day night in the Pal-Lido of the Coronado 
Hotel throughout the school year. Wednes¬ 
days have been designated “Hilltopper 
Nights” 
Membership cards may be secured from the 
committee. Cards are necessary to obtain 
special Hilltopper Club privileges. 
First Hilltopper Club Dance 
Wednesday, Dec. 21 
A Surprise Party 
and every Wednesday Night 









Lin dell Boulevard at Spring Avenue 
. . . includes cover charge, entertainment, refresh¬ 
ments (Special Hilltopper Club Menu) . . . two 
dollars for you and your date! See the Committee for 
further details and membership card. 
“COMMITTEE” 
Edwin A. Lamke Wm. C. Krenning, Jr. W. C. Trampe 
Arthur Gildehaus Ottis L. Sturbois Allister Wylie 
Grey Bruno C. S. CuIIenbine Jack McDonald 
UNIVERSITY DIRGE December, 1927 
ANOTHER 
Ethel Hazelton Shop 
MOUNT VERNON TEA ROOM 
A Most Convenient Place For Breakfast 
Lunch and Dinner 
6561 University Drive—Opposite Power House 
j^SS5H52SHSESHS25HSH5HSHSE5HSHSJ5S5S5E5SSH5JS25H5E52SHSHS25H5H5ESHSE5HSHSE5ESHSE5E^ 
CABANY 3365 STORAGE AGENTS 
MORRISON AUTO EXPRESS CO. 
(Under New Management) 
MOVING. PACKING & STORING 
GENERAL HAULING 
J. R. NEVILLE. PROP 6143 Delmar Blvd. 
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THE BEST VEGETABLES 
Forest 7506 5 1 37 Cates Ave. 
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Mother: Why, Percy, what are all these strange 
looking lesson sheets from your correspondence 
school—calling you all kinds of ugly names and 
making you look ridiculous with a lot of silly draw¬ 
ings? 
Percy: Oh, that’s nothing, Mother. 1 am just 
being hazed. —Bean pot 
-D D D - 
A very self-satisfied young man arrived at the 
eates of heaven and asked for admittance. 
o 
“Where are you from ?” St. Peter asked. 
“Havahd.” 
“Well, you can come in, but you won't like it.’ 
—Owl 
-D D D- 
"It’s no good mincing matters,” said the doctor: 
“you are very bad. Is there anybody you would 
specially like to see?” 
“Yes,” replied the patient faintly. 
“Who is it?” queried the doctor. 
“Another doctor.” —Selected 
- D D D- 
Two very spirited fraternity brothers unfortun¬ 
ately wandered into a shower room after arriving 
home after a formal. “Hie—come on, John, let’s git 
going,” shouted one. “This is a terrible storm we’re 
out in to-night.” —Denison Flamingo 
- D D D - 
“Hank, dear.” said the burglar's wife, “please 
don't make so much noise when you come in to¬ 
night.” 
“Sure,” he replied. “Did 1 wake you up last 
night?” 
“No, but you woke Mother, and I don’t want her 
going to prison and telling Father that I married an 
amateur.” —Harvard Lampoon 
■- D D D - 
Our old friend, the ubiquitous absent-minded 
professor, was in the receiving line at a faculty re¬ 
ception for the students. One of the students, who 
worked part of the time in a tailor’s shop, and who 
had made several shirts for the professor, ap¬ 
proached the professor. The latter, not recalling 
his identity, extended his hand cordially and said. 
“Your face is familiar, young man, but for the mo¬ 
ment I cannot remember who you are or where 1 
have seen you.” 
The student blushed and whispered in the profes¬ 
sor’s ear, “Made your shirts, sir.” 
“Ah, to be sure,” said the professor, turning to 
the lady next to him in line. “Mrs. Brown, permit 
iue to present Major Shurtz." 
— Yellow Jacket 
Missouri PaciSic Lines 
Provide Fast, Superior Service to Points in 
Missouri-Kansas - Nebraska - Colorado 
Calif ornia-Arkansas - Louisiana -Texas 
and to Memphis, Tenn. 
W. F. Miller, Div. Passenger Agt. 
MISSOURI PACIFIC R. R. CO. 
Ry. Exch. Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. 
“A SERVICE INSTITUTION” 
PATRONIZE DIRGE ADVERTISERS 
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PRINTING 
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WE PRINT THE DIRGE 
1822 Locust St. 
CEntral 3755 
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DeBaliviere and DeGiverville 
“Hello, My Friend” 
1 







Operated under Government Inspection 
Fischer Meat 
Company 
415 MORGAN STREET 



















She: And while you were traveling in the Sahara 
didn’t you find the Arabs intense? 
He: Oh my, yes, in tents and on horseback both. 
—Chaparral 
We Aim to Please 
Waiter: That gentleman over there says his soup 
isn't fit for a pig. 
Manager: Then take it away, you fool, and 
bring him some that is. —Tawney Kat 
Love’s Old Sweet Song—When do we eat? 
-Cannon Bawl 
D D D 
So they called her “Tonsils” because the Medical 
students used to take her out so much. 
—The Cynic 
D D D 
Speaker (at dinner of club)—Gentlemen, did you 
ever stop to think? I ask you again, did you ever 
stop to think ? 
Stewed (tired and sleepy)—Did you ever think to 
stop? —The Yellow Jacket 
The Gift Supreme 
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
ALL YEAR-AROUND PLEASURE 
RADIO 
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
MAKE YOUR SELECTION 
Authorized Denier for 
KELLOGG—STEW ART-WARNER 
BREMER-TULLY—CROSLEY 
TRIANGLE TIRE RADIO CO. 
6172 Delmar Blvd. Cabany 87 70 
Improve Your Old Set with The Latest Speaker 
Let Us Electrify Your Present Set 
‘Expert Radio Service in the Home' 
PATRONIZE DIRGE ADVERTISERS 
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Christmas J?umber 
IRGE 
Jest in Pea 
Poet: “My girl said this last 
poem of mine caused her heart to 
miss a beat.” 
Editor: “Then we can’t use it. 
We can’t print anything that will 
interfere with our circulation.” 
- D D D- 
'Our Babe” says that if beauty 
is only skin deep, there are sev¬ 
eral people who ought to be out 
and skinned. 
Dec. 20. 
My Dear Santa Claus, 
I am just io years old. I have 
been a very good little boy during 
the past year. I hope you will 
be able to bring these few small 
articles that I am in great need of. 
They are: an electric train and 
cars, a desk, a cow boy suit, lead 
soldiers, a cannon, a bicycle, a 
b.b. gun, a typewriter, a parcheese 
game, boxing gloves, a sled, a 
football suit, a football, a baseball 
bat, glove and ball, ice skates, a 
a sheepskin, and about 25 bucks. 
I think you in advance and I 
promise to be a model boy for the 
ensuing year. 
Your little friend 
Jack. 
Dec. 26 
Well old Hay Face, 
I don’t wish you any tough luck 
but I hope they make Eskimo pies 
out of your helpers. I hope your 
reindeers get fallen arches and 
hang nails and I hope you get 
stomach trouble in every cubic 
foot of that bay window of yours. 
Call any time and I'll return 
those 4 neckties and 2 handker¬ 
chiefs. 
So to hell, plenty. 
The neigborhood roughneck, 
Jack. 
- D d d - 
She sat and yawned in the par¬ 
lor, till finally the frequent home. 
A SONG WITHOUT 
WORDS 
) 
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D D D 
After Swinburne's “A Match” 
(Fifty-nine years after) 
If love were like some garlic 
And you were like its shape. 
We’d scent the world together 
In any sort of weather 
As far north as the Arctic 
Or South down to the Cape 
If love were like some garlic 
And you were like its shape. 
If I were what the noise is 
And love were like its cause, 
I always would stay single 
With you I’d never mingle 
I have some better choices. 
Who, Thank God, have no 
flaws— 
If I were what the noise is 
And love were like its cause. 
If love were like a lemon 
And you a little seed, 
We could spend our time in 
trade, 
We could make some lemonade 
Ah, well, how we could demon¬ 
strate how we need the feed. 
If love were like a lemon 
And you a little seed. 
'S Bloode ! 
It was in the form of a challenge when he mut¬ 
tered between clenched teeth, “I'll meet you behind 
the church at sunrise.” 
Would he really come or was he too much of a 
coward to risk losing his reputation and possibly 
his life? He had said nothing- about bringing- 
others. What were his intentions? Thus ran the 
thoughts of the one who, leaning against the church 
yard wall, waits for the challenger. 
The sun was just rising. It was a wonderful 
morning for such an encounter, no one around to 
interfere, no law, no inquisitive watchers. Truly it 
would be a decisive meeting. 
Ah! he comes at last, but as he approaches he 
fails to see the one who waits, leaning thus. Sud¬ 
denly he becomes aware of the waiter and his coun¬ 
tenance changes completely. Now, he breaks into a 
run and when he reaches the challenged he throws 
out his arms and as she sinks into them he whispers, 
“Ah my darling, we’ll fly away together before my 
wife gets on my trail.” A WELL LIT T'REE 
5r 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE •J 
Chaucerian No End 
I’m Chaucer, the tosser, rah rah and rah. 
I star on baseball team of college, rah rah. 
The games, I win. I sure deserve 
The victory, I clinch with all my nerve. 
Mudville, it was the game—champeen 
To win, to win, our only scheme. 
Five hundred runs spelled victoree. 
Of course the game depends on me. 
Four-Ninety-Nine to nothing they led us by, 
But lend an ear and hearken guy 
To me, great I, Rudolph Casey Chaucer 
In hand my club advanced to sauser. 
’Twas sock and sock and sock again 
That pill I gave it flowing pain. 
O'er fence, o’er meadow, o’er winding brook. 
O’er land, o’er sea, o’er dried up nook 
Sailed little pill and ne'er was downed 
Till Casey Chaucer ran ’round and ’round 
And all five hundred runs were made. 
The game on ice right sweet he laid. 
But Bumpire “Mug” was no dull yegg. 
And so he croaked, “Fill me the egg.” 
Yer out, he cried to the “king of swat”. 
Yer out, yer out, you dirty sot. 
You missed a hag' on the four hundredth dash. 
Saying which—he retired on Mudville cash. 
- D d d - 
“Leonhard, I heard the new maid tell the cook 
you had cold feet, so I got you these.” 
- D d d - 
“Skunked” 
Two lonesome skunks by the roadside stood 
As an automobile rushed by; 
It left an odor far from good, 
And a tear was in one's eye. 
“I hear that you have a fine job now.” 
“Yes, I work in a shirt factory.” 
“Flow come you are not working today.” 
“Oh, we are making nightshirts now.” 
"Oh, why do you weep?” asked his anxious friend, 
“And why do you sob and quake?” 
“Because that smell”, said the other skunk, 
“Is like Mother used to make.” 
D D D D D D 
“ROOM AND BORED” 
THE TENTH KNIGHT IN A BAR ROOM 
D D D 
The Summer Gone 
The summer passed on wings of gold— 
It held for me a wealth untold 
Of amber days, and silver nights, 
Of lazy hours and—chigger bites. 
A summer that was made for love, 
The beach below, the moon above 
That seemed to gild each tiny fleck 
Of foam and—sand flies down my neck. 
Silent walks beneath the trees 
That seems to whisper to each breeze. 
The molten sunlight in your hair 
—And poison ivy everywhere. 
And then to fill my cup of woe 
Nigh to the point of overflow, 
One gorgeous midnight, balmy, still, 
—A rampant skunk beneath my sill. 
(This is our annual post-season brainstorm.) 
Essay on Roommates 
Roommates sure are a problem. Mine is the kind 
that is good at parking anything from an automobile 
to cookies. Yeah—he's a regular cookie pusher. 
I don't have to tell him to sleep tight, because he 
always comes home soused. Even when he dies, he 
wants to be buried in bier. He says that he always 
sleeps sound ; and I agree—it's sound (oh, such a 
terrible sound!) all night long. And he’s constantly 
getting hard up and having to sell my belongings; 
I believe he’d sell my birth certificate for a pot of 
message. I think he has an inferiority reflex, or a 
patellar complex, or something. One thing in his 
favor, though: he does look mighty well dressed in 
my clothes. But he is such an idle rumor. 
- D D D - 
Jounce: “I notice when you ride horseback you 
always whip your horse on the right side. Why 
don’t you give him a little on the left for a change?” 
Joss: “It really doesn't matter. As long as I get 
one side going, the other side is bound to follow.” 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 11 
§e i^igfjte before Cfjrtstmas 
Twas ye nighte before Christmas, 
And alle throughe ye house 
Ye Brothers wer brewinge 
Ye goode winter’s souse. 
There wer beer in ye bathe tub, 
And gin in ye sinke, 
There wer whisk in ye cellar, 
Alle manner of drinke. 
Ye curtains were drawn 
And ye lamps alle turned lowe, 
Ye Lodge wer well oiled 
And readye to go. 
Ye guests nowe assembled 
From neare and from farre, 
Some in ye flivver 
And some in ye carre. 
Ye partye waxed hotte, 
Each turret so dimme 
Wer well occupied 
By some ladde and his bimme. 
I in ye attick 
And Bille in ye halle 
Had settled ourselves 
For ye goode winters brawl. 
When out in ye drive 
There rose such a shrieke, 
We dived for ye windows, 
To have us a peake. 
Forsoothe, wast a raide? 
’S bloode, we guessed righte, 
Ye coppes there in numbers, 
And full of ye fight. 
Yeomen to ye stations, 
Ye portcullis fell, 
We hauled up ye drawbridge, 
Ye systeme wer swelle. 
We poured down ye oil, 
Alle boiling and hotte, 
We pelted ye raiders 
With arrowes and shotte. 
We scrapped alle ye nighte 
Till cracke of ye dawne, 
Then called off ye battle, 
With handshake and yawne. 
Ye coppers were pooped 
Ye duty wer done, 
They hadde pulled offe ye raide 
And hadde lots of funne. 
We signed us a truce 
And opened ye gate, 
Ye foe staggered inne— 
We caroused until late. 
Ye Lion and Lambe 
Soon snored side bye side, 
For such is ye spirit 
Of ye olde Yuletide. 
L’Envoi 
Peace on Earth, Goodwille to Manne, 
Gladness farre and near, 
Raise lottes of helle, for Xmastide 
Rolls round butte once a year! 
Vol. IX DECEMBER, 1927 No. 3 
Member of Midwest College Comics Association. 
Copyrighted, 1927, by Washington Universit}^ Dirge 
Material must not be reprinted without permission. 
Exclusive reprint rights granted to ChllgeHumor Magazine. 
Bearers of Ye Pall 
WILLIAM LINCOLN . 
CARL WEBER . 
CHARLES EAMES . 
DOROTHY ZETLMEISL 
Ye Boss Scrivener 
.Ye Seconde Beste 
.Ye Inke Slinger 
. Ye Clipper 
JULIAN SIMPSON 
KARL SEIBEL . 
AUSTIN CHASEY 
.Ye Heade Usurer 
.Keeper of ye Dottghe 
.Ye Heade Circulator 
Ye Quill Pushers 
Chick Miller . 1928 
Steuart Britt .1929 
Leon Neuman .1930 
Donald Loeb .1930 
Morris Cohn .1929 
Ernie Hill .....1931 
Ye Inke Splashers 
Alfred Parker .1928 
Noel Grady .1928 
Clara Beardsley .1930 
Arline Hilmer .1930 
Virginia Brower .1930 
Alice Bradford Magee.1929 
George Senseney .1929 
Leonard Haeger .1928 
Catherine Vogel .1931 
Ye Usurers 
Herman Levine .1930 
Mildred Saenger .1930 
William Stannus .1929 
Ye Ci 
Norman Bierman . 1928 
Clay Kirkpatrick .1930 
Bill Wallace .1930 
Fred Moore .1931 
lators 
Percy Lunn .1931 
Louis Kessler .1931 
Frank Seitz .1931 
Oscar Arbogast .1931 
Frank Bosse .1933 
Ye Circulators’ Henchmen 
Corinne Koch .1928 
Dorothy Mark .1930 
Camille Stowe .1930 
Ruth Christopher .1930 
Marie Barrett .1931 
Delphine Meyer .1931 
Celeste East .1931 
PASSED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF NONSENSORSHIP. 
SIRGE wishes to extend to the public in general, and to 
_ the afflicted party in particular, a most profound 
apology for omitting, in the issue previous, the name of Charles 
Eames, our most illustrious Art Editor. We salaam mid sack- 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 13 
E WON’T attempt to follow editorial 
tradition in wishing all you little studes 
a very merry and trite Christmas, 
neither will we pull the moth eaten 
admonition to eat, drink, and be as 
merry as all thunder, for to-morrow is just another 
pain in the neck. We feel that these time-honored, 
time-worn, and time-out expressions but bespeak the 
utter lack of sincere feeling and original thought. 
Consequently the perpetrators of this publication ex¬ 
tend the sentiment of not giving two whoops in the 
warm place whether the world at large finds in its lit¬ 
tle stocking, on the frosty morn of December twenty- 
fifth, its heart’s desire or not. 
To get down to business, a Merry Christmas is a 
darned fine idea, but for the love of mud don’t inflict 
your hackneyed expressions of trite and often spuri¬ 
ous good will on a much suffering public. If you feel 
the urge of expression, let it out in the form of some¬ 
thing original. Yes, the editors will accept anything 
from an Isotta-Fraschini to an ancient apple. Merry 
Christmas! 
14 WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 
Epitaphs 
Sigh ancl lament for Roscoe 
McBp, 
He played in “Old English” at 
Chicago. 
Cheer and applaud for Bertram 
Mclstbmus, 
Had a fight with his girl the day 
before Christmas. 
Arrange such matters w i t h 
“Wop” Palazoon, 
■ b'rrr; New Year’s Eve is coming- 
soon. 
- D D D - 
Mary had a little lamb, 
Its fleece was white as snow; 




- D D D - 
“He’s a loafer.” 
“You mean, then, that lie’s a 
CHRISTMAS STOCKING baker?” 
Recantation of Rich Richard 
It’s a long road that has no 
place to park. 
A college man is judged by the 
liquor he keeps. 
It’s a strange baby that cries 
for its father. 
A stitch in time saves embar¬ 
rassment. 
A girl in the car is worth two 
on the dance floor. 
Birds of one feather sure do 
look picked. 
A string of bologna is no 
stronger than its weakest link. 
- D D D - 
It is has been estimated that if 
all the “choo-choo-trains” Santa 
Claus receives requests for were 
placed car after car, they would 
make a line from here to the 
Moon, to Venus, to the Sun, and 
back to the starting point. 
“No; but he does make plenty 
of dough.” 
“Well, in that case, he is cer¬ 
tainly a bread winner.” 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 
yt M page” 
16 WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 
“I gave the salesman a new, 
crisp dollar bill for that Christmas 
present.” 
"That certainly was passing the 
buck.” 
- D D D - 
Bay: “That was a pretty bald 
statement.” 
Rum: “Well, it wasn’t particu¬ 
larly hair raising.” 
- D D D - 
She was only a ball player’s 
daughter, but she threw a wicked 
curve. 
WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS 
“IN BLOOM” 
-- D D D - 
Jack: “Hey! A man just hung himself in our 
cellar.” 
Jill: “Well, did you cut him down?” 
Jack: “No. He wasnt dead yet.” 
- D D D - 
Sonnetize 
1 took one look into her dreamy eyes, 
1 hazarded another glance or two; 
Once more I gazed and then with grim surprise, 
I noted one was black, the other blue. 
“Fair Maid,” quoth I, (I am that way, you sap), 
I never say or talk, but always quoth, 
“’Those eyes that seem to decorate your map— 
If they were mates, wouldn’t that improve them 
both?” 
He: “I wonder if I’ll drink in the next world?” 
She: “I don’t know, but it’s a cinch you’ll smoke.” 
- D B B --— 
First: “What you need is an electric bath.” 
Second: “Nothing doing. I know of a man at 
Sing' Sing who drowned taking one.” 
She took one look into my deep blue eyes, 
A heavy hurting haunting look it was. 
What happened next was too grim a surprise, 
(Although I saw an arm and heard a buzz). 
When I awoke and to myself came back, 
One of my eyes was blue, the other black. 
”Y' AIN’T DONE RIGHT BY OUR NELL!” 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY DIRGE 17 
The Life of a Dept. Store Santa Claus 
Seven bucks a clay is sure small change for this 
dam job. I wish I’d never quit working in O’Riley’s 
pool hall. It was at least quiet there while this being- 
stared at and poked at is a helluvalot worse. When 
that hot looking frill hung around, made eyes at me, 
and then tried to walk off with my exhibition doll, 
T felt like tossing off my stomach and whiskers and 
paddling her. By the way, this pillow in the front 
of my coat is so heavy that the feathers must have 
come off of Plymouth Rocks. Ogosh here comes 
another one of these talkative old hens and her 
spouse. 
“Yes, Mr. Claus, Junior and I came to see you 
last year and ever since Christmas morning Junior, 
who is now io. has been anxious to see you again, 
just take the little dear up in your arms and he’ll 
tell you all of his wants. That’s it. He's not really 
heavy is he? Now, Junior, tell Santa what you’ve 
been wanting to tell him.’ 
“So you’re the bird that said he'd bring me a 
bicycle and a shot gun last year fer Christmas and all 
ya brung me was a suit of clothes. Well, I’ve been 
savin’ up fer this—” 
Ow— G—dam let go my whiskers—take your 
fist out of my eye, quit kicking my back, here give 
me those whiskers—this finishes my career.” 
D D D 
YE NEW YEARE’S “EVE” 
LIFE'S LITTLE TRAGEDIES:—SANTA CLAUS 
FORGETS HIS TERNION 
-D D D - 
Shocking Poetry 
The naked hills lie wanton to the breeze, 
The fields are nude, the groves unfrocked, 
Bare are the shivering limbs of shameless trees— 
What wonder is it that the corn is shocked! 
-D D D- 
Soph: "How did you lose your teeth, Fresh¬ 
man ?” 
Frosh: “Shifting gears on a lollypop.” 
-D D D - 
In the Westminster game the team reminded us of 
counterfeit money. That is, the halves were full of 
lead and quarters couldn’t pass. 
- D D D - 
Queen: “Charles the baby has a stomach ache.” 
King: “Page the Secretary of the Interior.” 
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OJV THE SCRJEEN 
SKOURAS THEATRES 
MERRY CHRISTMAS shows are being pre¬ 
sented at Skouras Brothers theaters starting Satur¬ 
day, December 24, with Colleen Moore’s tremen¬ 
dous production “Her Wild Oat”, at the Ambassa¬ 
dor, Richard Dix in his latest triumph, “The Gay 
Defender” at the Missouri, while the Grand Central 
re-opens with Vitaphone in conjunction with the 
showing of “The Jazz Singer”, featuring A1 Jolson. 
On the stages of the Ambassador and Missouri 
theaters, smiling Ed Lowry and Brooke Johns will 
preside over special holiday productions, Lowry’s 
show at the Ambassador being called “Listen In”, 
while Johns’ at the Missouri is entitled “A Holiday 
Jubilee.” 
Colleen Moore is the mistress of a rolling kitchen 
in “Her Wild Oat”, the Christmas week feature at 
the Ambassador. Colleen has soaring social am¬ 
bitions, that bring on some hilarious situations for 
the would-be social butterfly. Ed Lowry’s stage 
production features Irmanette, the dancing violinist 
who is a great St. Louis favorite. Herman and Sea- 
mon, comedians direct from “Allez Oop!” Dolores 
and Eddy, dancers, and many others. The entire 
presentation will have a gala Holiday setting. 
BROOKE JOHNS IS PRESENTING “HOLI¬ 
DAY JUBILEE” with the outstanding junior tal¬ 
ent of St. Louis, professional acts, the Missouri 
Dancing Girls, Arthur Nealy, and many others. 
Johns’ Christmas week show will undoubtedly be his 
most elaborate presentation of the year, and will be 
full of gaiety and pep. The screen attraction at the 
Missouri is the theater’s favorite, Richard Dix, in his 
latest role of a dashing, romantic Caballero of the 
old gold fields. Thelma Todd, lovely blonde Para¬ 
mount player, is featured opposite him. 
The presentation of “The Jazz Singer” at the 
Grand Central takes on importance for several rea¬ 
sons, two of which stand out prominently. One is 
that it will be the occasion of A1 Jolson’s local debut 
as a screen star, and the other that as given, “The 
Jazz Singer,” through the instrumentality of Vita- 
phone, will show the greatest step forward in the 
presentation of motion pictures that the screen has 
known. It will be the first time that Vitaphone 
will have been brought into play in carrying out the 
story of the picture, inasmuch as through it all the 
musical sequences of the story will be heard. Here¬ 
tofore the only part Vitaphone has played in motion 
pictures has been in furnishing the musical score ac¬ 
companying the action. 
Some of the greatest pictures ever produced will 
be featured at Skouras Theaters during 1928, with 
the first quarter of the year offering “The Private 
Life of Helen of Troy,” “The Street of Sin,” “Jesse 
James,” and “The Harvester.” 
“The Private Life of Helen of Troy” will be 
utterly different from anything heretofore depicted 
on the screen. It offers a unique theme, portrayed 
in settings of rare beauty. Maria Corda, lovely 
Hungarian beauty, portrays Helen while Ricardo 
Cortez is cast opposite her as Paris. Lewis Stone 
is Menelaos, and Alice White is Adraste, Helen’s 
handmaiden. 
Emil Jannings, star of “Variety”, and “The Way 
of All Flesh” has just completed another great pic¬ 
ture, to be released early in 1928. It is “The Street 
of Sin,” a gripping story of the back streets of a 
great city. 
“Jesse James” offers a different slant of the char¬ 
acter of the great bandit. It portrays a Jesse James 
whose father was a Baptist minister, whose mother 
was a convent-bred Kentucky girl, and who married 
a woman of the highest type. “Jesse James” in its 
screen version, has enough gunplay to thrill the 
hardest of his followers, and enough romance to 
reach the hearts of all. 
Gene Stratton-Porter’s novel “The Harvester” is 
another one of the great stories to be picturized. All 
the glories of Indiana in the springtime, and all the 
youth and beauty of the original story have been 
combined into one of the most accurate screen 
adaptations of any novel. Natalie Kingston and 
Orville Caldwell, famous for his portrayal of The 
Knight in Morris Gest’s “Miracle” have the fea¬ 
tured roles. 
LOEW’S STATE 
The modernday substitute for the “Matinee Idol” 
of yesteryear will make his bow at Loew’s State. 
That theater, abandoning its policy of “name” 
stage attractions, will go into the “bandshow” stage 
policy, with a master of ceremonies conducting the 
affairs of drama. Teddy Joyce, whose eccentric 
dancing and other stage nicknacks have made him 
a sensation at the Capitol, New York, will conceal 
himself in Santa Claus’ pack, “fixing” it with that 
famous “Man in the Red Suit” to have himself 
draped on St. Louis’ Christmas tree. 
Joyce will start as Loew’s Master of Ceremonies, 
Saturday, December 24. Loew executives have 
signed him to a year’s contract. Each week, Joyce 
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will present a different production. Twelve Criss- 
Cross girls, a stage band, and a number of vaude- 
will acts will be included in his show each week. 
Not only will Loew’s present a new form of glori¬ 
fied stage revue, but it has announced a list of film 
super-productions, to be included in each of Joyce's 
shows. For Christmas week’s show, Loew’s will 
present John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in “Love”. 
Though you’d never recognize it from its new title, 
“Love” is Tolstoi’s “Anna Karenina”. Co-eds who 
saw Gilbert and Miss Garbo in the clinches of “Flesh 
and the Devil” ((Sudermann’s “The Undying 
Past”) may gain new ideas in technique from the 
further adventures in the gentle art of love, as de¬ 
picted by such sophisticated apostles as John and 
Greta. 
Warwick Deeping’s best-selling novel, “Sorrell 
and Son” will be another of the “supers” to be in¬ 
cluded with Joyce’s shows. Tear glands that have 
been inactive since “Stella Dallas” are expected to 
come to life for this production. A story of a father 
and his son, “Sorrell and Son" casts H. B. Warner 
—the Christ of “The King of Kings”—as Captain 
Sorrell. Anna Q. Nilsson, Carmel Meyers, Nils 
Asther and Micky McBann are others in the cast. 
Lon Chaney, who has been everything in celluloid 
except a tarantula, will be Burke, a Scotland Yard 
detective in “London After Midnight”. As a 
present-day Sherlock Holmes, Chaney is the boy 
who solves five-year-old murder mysteries—similar 
trifles. Anyone who could do that could short¬ 
change the Bookstore. There is room for him at 
W ashington. 
OjV THE STAGE 
SHUBERT-RIALTO THEATRE 
DECEMBER 18.—“ABIES’ IRISH ROSE”, 
which has broken all previous records for longevity, 
is to be with us once more, this time at the new mod¬ 
erate price scale. The company comprises actors 
and actresses who have been in their present roles 
for three years, insuring a smooth presentation of 
Anne Nichols’ much discussed comedy. “Abie's 
Irish Rose” has the unique distinction of playing on 
three continents at once, North America, Europe, 
and Australia, breaking records on each. 
DECEMBER 25. —“THE PLAY’S THE 
THING”, Molnar’s comedy, starring Holbrook 
Blinn, comes directly from Miller’s Theatre in New 
York, where it ran the entire season to capacity 
houses. P. G. Wodehouse, an author and humorist 
of no small repute, has adequately adapted the 
famous Hungarian’s latest work to the Anglo-Saxon 
understanding. With Blinn are such notables as 
Martha Lorber, Ralph Nairn, Gavin Muir, and 
Hubert Druce. A special matinee will be given on 
Monday, December 26. 
JANUARY 1—“THE MADCAP”, in which 
that lovable continental comedienne, Mitzi, more 
than lives up to her title. This brilliant musical 
comedy comes direct from Chicago, where it played 
a long run at the Olympic. New York has yet to 
view this tuneful comedy. “Mitzi” has been said 
to spell “entertainment.” 
JANUARY 8.—“THE VAGABOND KING,” 
returns. The tale of the poet scamp, Francois Villon, 
embellished with music by Rudolph Friml, and 
staged by the Russian color genius, Boleslawsky, 
promises to lose nothing in the repetition. “The 
Vagabond King” has been acclaimed the finest pre¬ 
sentation of its type, and there are few who deny it. 
Practically the entire New York company will be 
sent on this tour, including Carolyn Thomson, Ed¬ 
ward Neil, Jr., Cooper Cliffe, and others. 
AMERICAN THEATRE 
Cecil B. De Mille’s stupendous spectacle, “The 
King of Kings” will be the attraction at the Ameri¬ 
can Theater from December 18th to December 31st, 
inclusive. This production has achieved unusually 
long runs in New York, Los Angeles, Boston and 
Philadelphia. It will be presented here with a large 
touring orchestra and complete effects. “King of 
Kings” has a cast of 18 stellar players and 5000 
others. It cost $2,300,000 to produce. 
“Tommy”, that sparkling comedy described by 
the New York Times as being “one of the most en¬ 
joyable entertainments of the season—bright, fresh 
and continuously funny”, is booked for the American 
Theater for a single week beginning Sunday night, 
January 1st. St. Louis will be the third city to see 
“Tommy”, its previous presentations last season and 
this being confined to New York and Chicago. 
On Monday night, January 9th, David Belasco’s 
widely heralded presentation of “Lulu Belle”, star¬ 
ring Lenore Ulric, will come to the American. 
“Lulu Belle” is said to be the outstanding dramatic 
offering of the year. It played for two years at the 
Belasco Theater, New York, and only recently con¬ 
cluded a long run at the Illinois Theater, Chicago. 
Miss Ulric has a role that gives her ample oppor¬ 
tunity for the display of the histrionic talents that 
won for her the enviable position of being of the 
greatest of American stars. 
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Land of the Pilgrims’ Pride, 
“Land of the Pilgrims’ Prude” would have been 
a better title for this book, assuming that one needs 
a title for any book Nathan writes. The “I” stands 
out throughout everything this critic pens, and one 
is inclined to think that he likes to attack because the 
word criticize has three “i” ’s in it. In the present 
collection Nathan comments upon a few of the mod¬ 
ern American diseases, such as critics, moral laws, 
sex. education, prohibition, American authors, sand¬ 
wiches, and a host of others. In fact the only mal¬ 
ady he seems to omit is democracy, but the omis¬ 
sion is excusable, since his colleague, Mencken, cap¬ 
ably takes care of that. 
The first section of the book, probably the best 
section,' is called “The New Morality”, and in it 
Nathan attempts to show the change in morals and 
the causes of the change. That there has been a 
change in morals, even the director of an institution 
Devoted To The Inculcation Of Ideals In Our 
Youth will admit. Nathan goes further than merely 
acknowledging this fact; he boasts of it. He doesn’t 
ask as does the Browning Society of Pedukah, 
“What’s the younger generation coming to?” What 
he wants to know is, What Of It? 
As to the cause of the change—whether it be 
modern slang, college jokes, the war, or a general 
disgust with the world—what difference does it 
make? Any one of the causes is as irremovable as 
the French debt or a drunken policeman. Nathan’s 
attitude toward the changing morality is surprising: 
one suspects he laments the change. 
One other section, that entitled “The Mother¬ 
land”, is worthy of mention. The so-called affinity 
existing between America and England is just as 
by George Jean Nathan (Alfred A. Knopf) 
operative as the Eighteenth Amendment. “Sooth¬ 
ing handclasps and quasi-secret fraternal grasps 
aside, we discover that England and America are 
farther apart today than they have been since 1875.” 
The statement probably will not descend smoothly 
upon those who consider England and America on 
the road to an extremely co-operative future. There 
are other things that might descend upon these peo¬ 
ple with better effect. It is (fortunately or unfor¬ 
tunately) true that this country has outgrown its 
motherland and in dealing with each other, the two 
countries assuredly do not manifest the parent-child 
attitude. 
The essays (some of which have appeared in 
Clinical Notes in the American Mercury) are ar- 
ranged in no particular order, an arrangement 
characteristic of more than one critic. To discuss 
each article Nathan deals with would be a trifle 
more hopeless than the expression of American pub¬ 
lic opinion. Definitions, censures, credos, notes, 
comparisons, and essays follow each other in rapid 
succession. The author’s observations in most in¬ 
stances are well-founded; that they are as well- 
expressed goes without saying. If he is not liked 
it is not because of his style, for it is more than 
readable, nor because of his reflections, for they are 
plausible, but because of his apparent unimpeachable 
“rightness” and a not-to-reluetant willingness to 
admit that he is right. 
When in some future day a silly teacher asks an 
innocent class to describe the georgejeannathan 
philosophy, a good student can say: “He believed 
that none but the brave deserved the fair, because 
he believed that he was brave and that he was fair.” 
M. M. 
Books Reviewed in this column from the Doubleday, Page Bookshop 
First Pugilist: “Why do they call youse ‘Gentle¬ 
man Jim’ ?” 
Second Pugilist: “Aw, they seen me holding a 
fork once when I was eatin’. I had it to crack me 
bruder’s knuckes if he reached for me pork chop.” 
-—Pit Panther 
He—A man asked me this afternoon if I wouldn’t 
drop in some time and see his line of snappy neck¬ 
wear ? 
She—Salesman ? 
He—No, a musical revue producer. 
—Williams Purple Coze 




WHAT you get out of a pipe 
depends on what you feed it. 
Millions of contented jimmy- 
pipers will tell you that Prince 
Albert commands a pipe to stand 
and deliver. You suspect you are 
in for some grand pipe-sessions 
the minute you get a whiff of 
P. A.’s aroma. 
The first pipe-load confirms 
your suspicions. What a smoke, 
Fellows! Remember when you 
asked for the last dance and she 
said "You’ve had it!”? P. A. is 
cool, like that. And sweet as know¬ 
ing that she didn’t really mean it. 
Sweet and mellow and mild and 
long-burning. 
Put your pipe on P. A. You can 
hit it up to your heart’s content, 
knowing in advance that P.A. 
will not bite your tongue or parch 
your throat. That one quality 
alone gets P.A. into the best 
smoke-fraternities. And then 
think of all its other qualities! 
P. A. is sold every¬ 
where in tidy red tins, 
pound and half-pound 
tin humidors, and 
pound crystal-glass 
humidors with sponge- 
moistener top. And 
always with every bit 
of bite and parch re¬ 
moved by the Prince 
Albert process. 
]>RINGE ALBERT 
■no other tobacco is like it! 
© 1927, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco 
Company, Winston-Salem, N. C. 
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“Two Black Crows” 
Hear It! Tou’ll Laugh For a Week! 
6352 Delmar 
—I?--3? 
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A RADIO FOR CHRISTMAS 
SA LBS SEE VICE 
Hoelting Radio Sales Co. 
Authorized dealer for Fada and Atwater- 
Kent Radios and also Universal Electric 
Refrigerator. 
6504 DELMAR BOULEVARD 
PArkview 5833 
Driver’s License 
Officer: “What do you mean by going sixty 
miles an hour through this town ?” 
Husband: “Why, you—*—!—*—!” 
Wife (helpfully: "Don't pay any attention to 
him, officer. He’s intoxicated.” 
—Brown Jug 
- D D D - 
He who laughs first told the joke. 
—Ghost 
- D D D - 
“No, we shall not let Horace return to college 
this year. You know he is so young.” 
“Yes, yes. My son flunked out too." 
—Jester 
-- D D D - 
“Don’t always complain about my cooking!” 
“I’m sorry ; I simply had to bring it up again.” 
—Purple Parrot 
- D D D -- 
“What’s an operetta?” 
“Don’t be dumb—it’s a girl who works for the 
telephone company.” —Texas Ranger 
-D D D 
ASSOCIATE MEMBER 
RESEARCH COUNCIL 
ICE CREAM INDUSTRY 
PROMOTING THE USE OF 
PURE AND WHOLESOME 
Joe College says—A man does not have to be a 
tatto artist to have designs on a lady. 
—Puppet 
D D 3) — 
ICE CREAM 
“Hey, watcha doin’ down there?" 
“Building the new subway.” 
“How long before it will be finished?” 
“About four years.” 
“Ob, well, I guess I’ll take a cab.” 
—Life 
-D D D - 
She was only a country belle, but she 
tolled on me. —Scream 
D D D 
St. Louis Dairy Co. Captain—All hands on deck! The ship 
is leaking! 
Voice from the Forecastle—Aw! Put a 
pan under it and c’mon to bed. 
—Royal Gaboon 
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NEW YORK 
Evening Clothes and 
Accessories 
Useful Christmas Gifts for Men and Boys 
are listed alphabetically 
and priced in our Booklet “Christmas Suggestions” 
which will be sent on request 
The Next Visit of our Representative to the 
Hotel Jefferson 
will be on December II and 15 
BOSTON 
LITTLE BUILDING 






2 20 Bellevue Avenue 
> BROOKS BROTHERS 
“I’m going home to mother,” she sobbed, “and I 
never want to see you again.” 
“Too late,” he said, “your mother went home to 
grandmother last night.” —Marlet 
D D D 
Irate Father—I'll teach you to drink! 
Son—Gee, pa, I wish you would. They say you 
used to be the best drinker in the house. 
—J ack-0-Lantern 
D D D 
I bet her she wouldn’t marry me and she called 
my bet and raised me five. —Mink 
D D D 
The guy who invented the “Black Bottom” and 
the “Muss Around” must have watched a snake 
sleeping off a seven-day bat. —Ranger 
D D D 
Working Boy: “Don’t sob, brother, the wolf has 
never been at your door.” 
Athlete: “No, he was in my room and had pups. 
EVERYONE IS GIVING 
BOOKS 
This Year. Buy Your Christmas Books NOW 
While Our Stock Is Fresh and Complete 
Ask for our Christmas Catalogs, the Book Dial and the Book 
Shelf for boys and girls 
Doubleday, Page Book Shops, Inc. 
BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS 
Main Shop, Arcade Building, 223 N. 8th Street 
West End Branch, The Open Door, 4914 Maryland Ave., or 
Webster Groves, 12 N. Gore Ave. 
—•Flamingo 
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RENT A—GAR Drive it Yourself 
AT 
KISSEL SKILES COMPANY, Inc. 
4510 DELMAR BLVD. 3617 WASHINGTON BLVD. 
Delmar 1277-5650 Jefferson 3795-3796 
ALWAYS-A-NEW-CAR—LOW RATES TYPE CARS 
Special Rates on long trips—Free Gas, Chryslers Buicks Hupmobiles 
Oil and Road Service Fords Chevrolets 
SPECIAL—TO—STUDENTS:—A No-Deposit Card Will Be Issued On Request 
NO HOUR CHARGE EXCEPT SATURDAY NIGHT & SUNDAYS 
=55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= =55= 
1XMAS CARDSI 
| WITH YOUR NAME | 
| ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR 1 
| LOOSE LEAF FILLERS FOR ANY COVER | 
| Big StocK of Fountain Pens g 
1 THE MODERN fgm. STATIONERY § 
| PRESS AND COMPANY, Inc. g 
| 4918 DELMAR FOrest 4894 | 
| OPEN TILL 9 O’CLOCK P. M. g 
FAYmnnYannvwinnvmmnnvwmnnTmvmvmnYwmYznnnnnnnTM. 
Tact 
Polite Frosh: “You know you’ve changed since 
I saw you last.” 
Sweet One: “And how? For better or worse?” 
Polite Frosh: “My dear, you could only change 
for the better.” —Buzz 
- D D D - 
“Did you ever play poker with a bridge hand?” 
“No, and neither did you.” 
“Oh, yes I have. He worked, for a construction 
company.” —Sun Dial 








of a Finer Quality 
Bakery Goods Light Luncheon 
440 DE BAL1VIERE AVENUE 
offlSS5SW5H5HSH5E5HE5H5H2525H5S5J52SHSHE5?SZ5H5H5E5HSE512ffi5E5Ere5S5EEEH5i“ 
He: The weather always affects me: when the 
air’s mild, I feel mild; when it’s brisk, T feel brisk; 
when it’s- 
She: How balmy the air is tonight! 
—Judgc 
- D D D - 
Rock-a-bye, senior, on the tree top, 
As long as you study your grades will not drop, 
But if you stop digging your standing will fall 
And down will come senior, diploma and all. 
—Denison Flamingo 
D D D 
gHW5SH525HSS555H525E52S25HH5E52W5SH5EHE52SH5E525H525HW5H5E5HW5E‘M 
Washington Express j 
and a Ln 
Moving 
711 North Kingshighway 
Service To 
| WEBSTER—CLAYTON—MAPLEWOOD 
FOrest 3974 FOrest 3974 
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If it were not for college men’s clothes, what 
would the circus clowns copy? 
—Westminstrel 
-D D d - 
“And have you any brothers?” 
“Three; two living and one married.” 
—C. C. N. V. Mercury 
- D D D - 
“Is the westbound train on time?” 
“No, I think the company paid cash for it.” 
—Lehigh Burr 
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Mu : Do you believe in mind reading ? 
Mu Mu: Yes, I was introduced to a chorus girl 
the other night and she slapped my face. 
—Rensselaer Pup 
- D D D - 
Worldly One (in midst of telling story) Have 
you heard this before? 
Great chorus of ye’s. 
W. O.: Well, I'll go on. You’ll probably under¬ 
stand it this time. —Chaparral 
- D D D - 
“Jenkins, the cook tells me you were intoxicated 
last night and trying to roll a barrel out of the cel¬ 
lar.” 
“Yes, my lord.” 
“And where was I at the time?” 
“In the barrel, my lord.” 
—Judge 
-D D D - 
“If Fred marries that vulgar actress, his father 
promises to cut him off without a cent. You ought 
to tell him that.” 
“There’s no use bothering him; I’ll just tell her.” 
—Mercury 
Meadow Gold Butter 
Ask to be served this Nationally 
known brand and Spread it on Thick 
Phone Jefferson 0880 
Beatrice Creamery Co. 2622 Pine 
■=iiai] □BE E1QE □ BE □BE □BE 
To Contribute to Your Happiness 
The Purple Swan Restaurant 
6242 DELMAR 
Courteous Service and Reasonable Prices 
Prevail Here 
Will serve delicious, appetizing food during 
the entire holiday season. 
=]0E □BE □ BE □BE □ BE □ BE □ □[= 
loves to see a man smoke a pipe”—but 
when it comes to hearing him smoke! 
HE gurgle of an old pipe just drives her 
crazy! 
Ash to see the famous 
flrinklpHH Kayuioodie 
at your pipe shop! 
Don’t miss it, man! 
(You’ll admit it ain’t exactly the gurgling 
that thrills from the throat of a thrush!) 
To gurgle or not! That’s the question! 
Get a JBrinfele&S Kaywoodie Pipe! That’s 
the answer! 
It’s a juiceless pipe—gives you a dry, fresh, 
clean, cool, sweet smoke. 
The easy-to-clean JUrinkleSiS Attachment 
keeps juice away from the stem—and you 
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Art Crafts Co. 









| DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS § 
1 OF g 
a STEEL DIE & COPPER PLATE § 
| MONOGRAMS CRESTS CARDS I 
I g 




| "IS SO DELICIOUS—SO DIFFERENT” 
AT 
THE TEA SHOP 
OF 
MRS. MANLEY M. RICE 
5646 Pershing Ave. 
Phone CAbany 6175 
Ellen Adair Caramels $1.00 a lb. 
Home Made Fudge $1.00 a lb. 
=36= =56= =56= =56= =56= =56= 
Royal Portables 
In attractive colors and all makes of 
Factory Rebuilt Typewriters, Cash or 
Convenient Monthly Payments. We 
rent and Repair Typewriters. 
FLETCHER TYPEWRITER CO. 




FORMERLY MELBA RESTAURANT 
MOVED FROM 5924 DELMAR TO 
921 HAMILTON. 
=36 . 36- =36= 
Plea from a dark corner—Don’t hold me re¬ 
sponsible. I can’t see what I’m doing. 
—Royal Gaboon 
D D D 
Wall-eyed clerk to little girl: “Well cutie, what 
do you want?” 
Spinster (coyly) : “Now you stop, naughty 
man!” —Goblin 
D D D 
“I’ve been smoking a terrible lot of cigarettes 
lately.” 
“I’ll say you have, if that’s one of ’em.” 
—Red Cat 
D D D 
He (calling her up)—Say, Mary, did anyone 
ever tell you that you were good-looking ? 
She (excited)—Why, no! 
He (hanging up)—Thanks awfully; good night! 
•-—Log 
- D D D - 
Gob: “Tell me, Cutie, have you ever been 
kissed ?” 
Cutie: “Only once.” 
Gob : “Who kissed you ?” 
Cutie: “The Marine Corps.” 
—Tazmey Cat 
- D D D - 
“My grandfather lived to be nearly ninety and 
never used glasses.” 
“Well, lots of people prefer to drink from a bot¬ 
tle.” —Kitty-Kat 
D D D 
She: “Wanna spoon?” 
He: “Whatclya mean. . . .” 
She: “Look at those couples over there spoon- 
g.” 
He: “If THAT’S spooning, let’s shovel.” 
—Siren 
D D D 
“Next to a beautiful girl, what do you think is" 
the most interesting thing in the world?” 
“When I’m next to a beautiful girl, I’m not wor¬ 
rying about statistics.” —Virginia Reel 
- D D D - 
Child: “Oh, mother. I’m tired of this ‘sex-appeal’ 
stuff.” 
Mother: “Why, child, what do you know of ‘sex- 
appeal’ ?” 
Child: “Well, we’ve been playing tag and I’ve 
been ‘it’ all morning.” —Bison 
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Grandpa, in a speedy car, 
Pushed the throttle down too far; 
Twinkle, twinkle, little star, 
Music by the G. A. R. 
- D D D - 
Prof: What’s this! Is someone smok¬ 
ing back there ? 
Stude: No, sir; it's only the fog I'm in, 
sir. —Chaparral 
- D D D- 
“Darling,” he cried, falling on his 
knees and covering her little white hands 
with kisses, “can't you see that I love 
you r 
She drew herself up to her full height. 
"Well,” she said, "I should hate to think 
this was just your way of behaving in 
company.” —Lampoon 
-D d d- 
“There’s something wrong with these 
rabbits you sold me. 1 hey have the hic¬ 
coughs.” 
“My dear sir, they are Belchin’ hares.’ 
—Purple Parrot 
-ddd - 
Alpha: “I have a brother that is a P>eta 
and is living at the house, and he is de¬ 
lighted.” 
Chi: “Delighted to be a Beta or to be 
living at the house?” 
Alpha: “Delighted to be living." 
—Aiv giean 
- D D D - 
Stranger: “Are you an instructor in 
this college, sir?" 
19XX: “No. My roommate got 
dressed before I got up." 
—Baboon 
- D D D - 
Presbyterian Parson—What is purga¬ 
tory ? 
Bobbie—I know! Children cry for it! 
—Virginia Reel 
- D D D - 
“Mother,” said little Evelyn, “may I go 
out and play with the other children 
now ?” 
“You may play with the girls, but not 
with the boys, for they are too rough.” 
“But, mother, if I find a nice smooth 
boy can I play with him?” 
—Lyre 
On, Wisconsin! 
Jack McGrath gives a vivid picture of 
Wisconsin in the January College Hu¬ 
mor. All about its students, fraterni¬ 
ties, problems, its great and near-great. 
Other special features include Back to 
Mother, by Wallace Irwin, a complete 
novelette of two young people which 
shows all the tenderness and dismay 
of the first year of marriage. 
Peter B. Kyne’s first story for this mag¬ 
azine appears. Grantland Rice writes 
on All-Americans of All Time, and 
there are many others. 
$2,000 art contest closes January 
15, 1928. Important announce¬ 
ment in College Humor follow¬ 
ing issue. Send drawings now! 
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The sweetest pipe in the world 
At any smoker, you’ll usually see 
the widest smiles behind Milanos. 
They make even low-brow tobacco 
taste good. 
All popular models—plain or rustic finish 
—$3.50 up. All “insured” for your pro¬ 
tection. Look for the white triangle on 
the stem. 
WM. DEMUTH & CO., 230 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.C. 
World’s Largest Makers of Fine Pipes 
I 1 
Qht Insured Pipe 
'JtiaWJPe’ 
No. 1739 
A university favorite. 
Has smart, long stem. 
PUT YOUR “WARDROBE” IN OUR CARE 
WASHINGTON 
Cleaning & Dyeing Co. Inc. 
5581-83 Wells Ave. 
Garments Relined & Remodeled 
C. H.Waterous j REPRESENTATIVES | Ed- Davis 





























PECK GOWNS, Inc. 
465 NORTH KINGSHIGHWAY 
(Opposite Racquet Club) 
CHRISTMAS SALE, 
DRESSES FOR EVENING, AFTERNOON, 
TEA DANCES AND SPORTS 
LOVELY SEASONABLE SHADES 
1/4 TO y2 PRICE 
COSTUME JEWELRY 
DELMAR -1925 
Eva Lin Food Shop 
5575 Pershing Ave. 
HAVE HOME PRODUCTS MADE 
BY EVA LIN 
ORDERS TAKEN FOR BAKERY 
GOODS 
Call CAbany 3417 
“Can you trust your wife at home alone?” 
“Certainly. I own a Frigidaire.” 
—Jack-o-Lantcrn 
- D D D- 
First Working Girl: “Ive been on this job now 
for five months, and the boss has never got fresh 
with me once.” 
Second Working Girl: “My Gawd! Why 
don’t you quit?” —Mink 
-D d d- 
He: “I haven’t known you for long, but in the 
two short hours we’ve been sitting here under this 
glorious moon I have been absolutely conquered by 
your beautiful eyes, your marvelous figure, and your 
engaging personality. I wonder if I might kiss 
you ?” 
She: “Are you beginning to wonder, too?” 
—Jack-o-Lantem. 
- D D D - 
Sweet Young Thing—And how did you win your 
D. S. C.? 
Tuff Old Sojer—I saved the lives of my entire 
regiment. 
S. Y. T.—Wonderful! And how did you do 
that ? 
T. O. S.—I shot the cook. —Purple Parrot 
PATRONIZE DIRGE ADVERTISERS 
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Up! 
“Why didn’t you answer when the elevator man 
said ‘up’ ? 
“I thought it was indigestion.” 
—Vassal' Vagabond 
•- D D D - 
Padre—You’ll ruin your stomach, my good man, 
drinking that stuff. 
Old Soak—S'all right. It won’t show with my 
coat on. —Cornell Widow 
- D D D - 
iiMiiomiiimiiiniiiimiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiDiiimmiiiniiiii 
I KINGSBURY GROCERY & MARKET | 
LOUIS JACKSON, Proprietor = 
I -7- i 
= We have the Trade that Quality Made = 
| FRESH EGGS, POULTRY AND FISH | 
= HIGH GRADE GROCERIES = 
| FIRST QUALITY MEATS | 
□ 416-418 DeBaliviere Ave. St. Louis, Mo. g 
1 PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE | 
I Cabany 5910 Cabany 7839 = 
□ y 
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Judge: “The policeman says that you were trav¬ 
elling at a speed of sixty miles an hour.” 
Prisoner: “It was necessary, your honor; I had 
stolen the car.” 
Judge: “Oh, that's different. Why didn’t you 
tell me in the first place? Case dismissed.” 
“What did you get for your leopard’s skin coat?” 
“Five hundred dollars—spot cash.” 
—Grinnell Malteaser 
—- D D D - 
Professor—These aren’t my own figures I’m 
quoting. They’re the figures of a man who knows 
what he’s talking about! 
—Grinnell Malteaser 
-D D D - 
Jackie Coogan: “I can't decide whether to go to 
the University of Moscow or to Dartmouth.” 
Baby Peggy: “What the difference? If you go 
to Moscow they hang a ‘ski’ on your name, and if 
you go to Dartmouth they hang a pair on your feet.” 
—Brown Jug 
- D D D - 
“Is your father very old?” 
“Just a little, his head is just beginning to push 
through his hair.” —Rutgers Chanticleer 
- D D D - 








“You’re hired—first side show to the right, 
please!” —Cracker 
a ES 
SIDNEY ROTHSCHILD I 
HAT CO. 1 
i 1 











FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Fountain Pen and Pencil Sets 
Stationery—Plain or Engraved with 
the University Seal 
Jewelry—Bar Pins, Compacts, Watch 
Chains, etc., Displaying the 
University Seal 
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She: I suppose you’re just crazy to kiss me. 
That Bey Cct/tt) ;/ 
There was a time when Henry’s appetite filled her 
with apprehension — nay, terror. He would — or sd it 
seemed—clean out the entire restaurant and exhaust the 
waiter for the evening. 
The mean fellow invariably ate onions or fish or some¬ 
thing detectable at a vast distance. Or so it seemed. 
But now — ah, but now ... Henry takes a Pep-o-mint 
Life Saver to charm his breath and relieve his indigestion. 
^iiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiii<= 




| Dorr & Zeller Catering Co. y 
= WEDDINGS, RECEPTIONS AND TEAS = 
| SUPPLIED ON SHORT NOTICE □ 
= DeBaliviere and Waterman Aves. = 
E Saint Louis i 
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He: Yeh. I have to be. 
- DUD 
—Ranger 
"Do you know who the laziest man in the world 
is?” 
“No; who is he?” 
“The man who said, ‘Moonbeam. Kiss Her for 
He’. —Octopus 
- D D D - 
Insignificant Parent: Isn’t it time he could say 
“Daddy” ? 
Fond Mother: We’ve decided not to tell who 
you are until he gets a hit stronger. 
—Passing Show 
D D D 
Our latest Scotch importation tells us how Sandy 
MacPherson decided to leave school because he had 
to pay attention. —Punch Bowl 
D D D 
Crowd: Hey! Sit down in front! 
Assistant Manager: Quit yer kidding. I don't 
Fend that way. —Lampoon 
-D d d - 
“From college, eh ?” 
"No. I just got outa jail and dey gimme dis 
suit.” —Humbug 
D D D 
‘So you're going to the University of Chicago! 
—Cracker 
D D D -.. 
What are you taking?” 
“Triggernometry.” 
Whale—Hi, Jonah! 
Jonah—Hi, Whale! Where y’livin' now? 
W hale—Atlantic Ocean. Drop in some time. 
—Lampoon 
- D D D - 
“Geraldine, dear, I miss you—” 
" 1 urn on the ligdit, you sap, and quit groping in 
the dark.” — Red Cat 
- D D D - 
Phi: “Where was the wedding tonight?” 
Delt: "Ha, Ha, the joke's on you. T hat old 
man with a shot gun was going duck hunting.” 
—Iowa Frivol 
D D D 
"The first night I caught her in my arms. The 
next night I caught her in my pockets.” 
—Oklahoma Whirlwind 
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W. U. students and faculty are 
invited to brouse at the shop of 
WELD, Inc. BOOKS 1 
1 1 04 LOCUST ST. 
CHESTNUT 3693 
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The Glove Shop 
;! 821 Locust 
Next door to Spaldings 
Collegiate Glove Styles 
for Men and Women 
1 - | 
1; A fit for every purse ;1 
j) i 
QJMiU'&ittmweet Chocolated>0 
Here is a gift that is always ap¬ 
propriate. Here is quality that 
is always appreciated. Mild 
Bittersweets are an assortment 
of good things—creams, nut car¬ 
amels, nut centers, fruits and 
nougats—made unbelievably bet¬ 
ter by Walgreen’s famous Mild 
Bittersweet Chocolate. In one, 
two, three, and five pound boxes. 
70c pound 
WALGREEN CO. 
^tVPRUGS WITH A REPUTATIOirTry 
Amateur Hunter—What is the name of the spe¬ 
cies I just shot? 
Guide—I’ve been investigating and he says his 
name is Smith. —Royal Purple 
- D D D -— 
Judge: I thought I told you when you were here 
before that I didn’t want to see you here again. 
Prisoner: That’s what 1 told the dick that 
pinched me but he wouldn’t believe it. 
—Bison 
- D D D - 
“What makes the world go round and round, 
pop?” 
"Oscar, how many times must I tell you to stay 
out of the cellar?” 
—Bucknell Belle Hop 
- D D D - 
L’il piccaninny 
Looks just like his poppy ; 
Don’t know what to call him, 
’Les it’s Carbon Copy. —Octopus 
--— D D D -— 
Judge—Guilty or not guilty? 











Special Manufacturers of Fraternity 
and Sorority Jewelry 
Special Designs and Estimates Furnished 
Upon Request 
410 LOUDERMAN BLDG. ST. LOUIS, MO. 
—XX XX- xx-XX-xx MX-’*< 




HI - POINTE CLEANERS 
6820 CLAYTON AVE. 
CABANY 9565-9566 
PAUL HARDING—Campus Representative 
We Own and Operate our Own Plant 
jL=imr===ini =imi ini ini- . inr= 
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SIX DAILY TRAINS 
TO CHICAGO 
AND THREE 




in “Single Room Cars” 
on the ALTON 
In this newest type ot Pullman sleeping car you can 
get a single room having a real bed with deep box 
spring and soft mattress, complete lavatory, toilet, 
drop-leaf table, thermos bottle, electric lights and 
fan, ventilators and heat control. The cost of this 
privacy is only $3.36 more than the cost of a section 
and $3.60 less than the cost of a compartment in a 
standard Pullman sleeping car to Chicago, and $3.26 
and $5.51 respectively to Kansas City. Daily on 
the splendid, all-steel. all-Pullman, no-stop 
“Midnight Special” to Chicago 
leaving St. Louis, 11:59 PM; arriving Chicago, 7:45 
AM., and also on the luxurious, all-steel, no-stop 
“Night Hawk” to Kansas City 
leaving St. Louis, 11:55 PM; arriving Kansas City; 
7:35 AM. DeLuxe Lounge in Combination. 
Chicago & Alton 
“The Only Way** 
326 North Broadway, Telephone GArfield 2520 
or UNION STATION, Telephone GArfield 6600 A 
Take the 
C.$A. 
on your trip 
home for 
the holidays 
SIX DAILY TRAINS 
TO CHICAGO 
AND THREE 














Served In the Dining Rooms 
of the Frat Houses 



















Policeman (to pedestrian just struck by hit-and- 
run driver) : “Did you get his number?” 
Victim: “No, hut I'd recognize his laugh, any¬ 
where.” —Life 
- D D D- 
“Where do you live?” 
“New York.” 
"Go on; your nose isn’t long enough.” 
-—Record „. 
-D D D 
Burglar—Come on! Let’s figure up and see how 
much we made on this haul. 
Pal—Shucks! I'm tired. Let’s wait and look in 
the morning paper. —Goblin 
- D D D - 
“Do you see this diamond ring? Well, it belonged 
to a millionaire.” 
“Why, who?” 
“Mr. Woolworth.” —Witt 
- D D D -- 
Wife—Do you know that you haven't been home 
for four nights ? 
Absent-minded Prof.—Ye Gods! Where have I 
been .going? —Yellozv Jacket 
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AND NO ACToR EVER MADE A 
Better entrance ' 
"Y ^ 
I well, wellT 1 
/ HERE'S SANTA, 
( CLOUS, ALBERT 
-AMO You're worse than a 
Flop im Your lsanta clays act 
{ 5ANTA CLAUS.. 
THAT'S PAPA.. 
V \ Kmow | 
^ H4S C006M! 
I HAT 
Santa Cl AOS 
BUT He HAS 
y A COLD r 
AND YOU T*HVrNK Vou'RE LETTER 
PERFECT (Ni Vouf? SANTA CIAU5 
Role _ 
WHEN t GET ON 
ThE. whiskers, 
i’ll Fool AmYBodY 
VJtLL L\ST(=m 




\ Know You 
- 
fy/flu I r r 
- amd just as you start to hand 
out the presents, You start 
isi To Cough 
Now You'ye shattered 
ALU That BOY'S ILLUSIONS; 
IF You'D OMLY LISTCnET* 
To NS AMD SMOHEO 
OLD GOLDS, This NEVER. 
WOULD HAYS HAPPENED ! 
1 y/ 'f2.t 
) 1927, P. Lorillard Go., Est. 1760 
§ 0 not a cough in a carload 
WITH ARROW COLLARS - COMBINE THE BEST 
THAT THERE IS IN COLLARS AND SHIRTS 
RROW SHIRTS 
